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Stanley absolutely admired Cooper. Back then, Cooper was the one who made
the first decent online game in the world. If he had continued to develop the
industry, Cethos’ current online games would be a lot better.

“Uncle Cooper is the ancestor and legend of our profession.” Stanley continued
to sing praises for Cooper, just like the endless stream of a river. Linus was also
listening and nodding from time to time, acting perfectly normal.

The four of them continued to walk. Intrigued, Linus took out his mobile phone to
take pictures. After a while, he walked from beginning to end of the corridor and
saw that a newcomer’s photo was hung up on the wall.

The photos were updated every six months, swapping some old photos for new
ones. This time, there were four newcomers, all with extraordinary backgrounds.

Those among whose photos were hung were an alumni who graduated from the
Department of Literature who had just won the Nobel Prize in Literature, another
who had guided his students to win the Summer Olympics global championship,
the chief designer of the first-generation domestic aircraft carrier that had just
launched, and the last was the person who had won a gold medal in an
international performance competition.

Wasn’t it Natasha who just won the gold medal in the performance contest?
Unexpectedly, Natasha’s photo was actually hung in the alumni corridor. Not only
that, her impressive achievements were written beneath her photos as well.
Seeing Natasha’s photo being hung on the alumni corridor, Sophia burst into
inexplicable rage.



Her photo had never been hung on the corridor so why did Natasha get to have
hers hung? Bayside University was not owned by her family! They both had
similar backgrounds, so why did Natasha get to have her photo hung and not
Sophia?

There were only two people who had their photos hung in the alumni corridor
during their school term—one was Cooper and the other was Natasha. Cooper’s
photo was there because he improved the USB drive while studying in Bayside
University, compiled the world’s first prototype of online games, brought an
unprecedented major change to the computer industry, and also opened up a
whole new field.

Those who developed online games all called him Grandmaster. The reason his
photo was hung was because he was truly capable. Meanwhile, what did
Natasha do?

“Ugh, what a nuisance. Take it away!”

Stanley didn’t even look at it. His uncle Michael’s photo was also hung on the
alumni corridor after becoming Cethos’s first Oscar-winning actor and promoting
Cethos language movies to the European and American mainstream markets.
How can Natasha, this little b*tch, shamelessly hang her own photo on the
corridor?

It was written that she was the first person from Cethos to win or be shortlisted
for some random award. She could obtain these awards by just bribing others.
How dare she have her photo hung up on the corridor? Having Natasha’s photo
hung here was an insult to everyone who was truly qualified to have their photos
hung on the corridor!

“Sophia, you should take it down.” Because there were no stools here and the
photos were very high up, Stanley squatted down, patted his shoulder and let
Sophia, who was the shortest among them, climb up to take it.



Upon seeing that, Sophia stepped on his shoulder and climbed up to take down
Natasha’s beautiful photo. Sean did not stop her. Although Sophia’s move would
offend Natasha, he knew that they were in a dire situation now.

The Mitchell Family had both internal and external troubles, and have offended
the Fletcher Family. Not to mention the Michel Group was aggressively trying to
take them down too. Thus, it was unlikely for them to let Natasha have her way
like before, unless Sophia’s identity was exposed and threatened Alex’s
foundation.

Although Linus did not know what happened, he also clearly felt that Natasha’s
contribution was obviously not as great as the other alumni, so it was unfair to
put her photo up there. Meanwhile, there were many students who were visiting
the corridor.

Seeing that Sophia had taken down Natasha’s photo, no one opposed it, but
instead thought that this was the right thing to do. The previous alumni had all
made contributions to the nation, the country and even the whole world in their
own industry. What did Natasha do?

Sophia then took down Natasha’s photo. Just as she landed and wanted to ask
what to do with this photo, she heard a rush of footsteps. She looked at one side
of the alumni corridor and saw a group of people coming in with the person
heading the group none other than Natasha.

Natasha was greatly humiliated today, but when she learned that Sophia was
about to have her reputation ruined, she immediately felt better. When she
learned that the alumni corridor had finished being maintained and opened today,
she immediately brought her friends over to watch her glorious photo on the
corridor. Unexpectedly, she saw Sophia taking down her photo as soon as she
came. “B*tch, what are you doing?!”

Natasha’s roar echoed throughout the alumni corridor and many students
gathered around to watch the fight.



Clack clack clack… Natasha rushed over in her high heels.

Sophia looked at the large picture of Natasha in her hand and then at Natasha
who was rushing toward her furiously, realizing she was in deep trouble.
However, she had already completely offended Natasha anyway. The both of
them had long shed all pretenses of cordiality, so it didn’t matter if they fought
with each other again today.

After all, Natasha’s dad harmed her dad and Natasha had also snatched her
husband away! Thinking about this, a wave of confidence arose in Sophia and
she took on a confident stance. When she saw Natasha approaching, she threw
the photo frame in her hand at her.

Natasha subconsciously caught the photo of herself and took a few steps back,
almost falling down in the process. “How dare you take down my picture?”

Natasha shouted as she looked at Sophia incredulously. The Mitchell Family paid
a huge price to have Natasha’s photo hung on the wall of the alumni corridor.
Although her identity and contribution were not as impressive as those whose
photos were hung here, she came from a powerful background after all.

Thus, she was certain that no one would stir up trouble so ignorantly. However,
she didn’t expect that this b*tch would dare to take it down in public! And in front
of her friends at that too!

Natasha’s friends were all people with extraordinary backgrounds, and some
were even descendants of royal families from abroad. Today, she triumphantly
took them here to show off the fact that her photo was on the alumni corridor, but
she didn’t expect to be humiliated in front of them!

Sophia looked at a furious Natasha and countered, “Ha! Why not?” The two
words echoed in this long alumni corridor, attracting the attention of even more
students to come over and watch the scene unfold.



Sophia was full of confidence as she pointed at the many seniors in the alumni
corridor.

“The alumnis who can have their photos hung on the alumni corridor are all
successful people who have made significant contributions to the country, and
even the entire world. Your uncle, Cooper, invented and improved the USB drive,
greatly increased the speed of the computer and reduced the size, and has more
than a dozen patents.

Thus, his photo is eligible to be hung here. Taylor and Ethan are the first and
second Oscar-award winning actors in Cethos who pushed Cethos movies into
the mainstream European and American markets. They have the same status as
other actors in Hollywood, where racial discrimination was rampant, and paved
the way for other Cethos actors.

As for the chief designer of the first generation of domestically-made independent
research aircraft carriers, he was the first winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature
in Cethos and a general who went to Africa to fight drug traffickers in
peacekeeping operations. All of them have made great contributions! What
contributions have you made, Natasha? What status and qualifications do you
have to put your photo and biography here?”


